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A highly accurate motion segmentation technique for time-varying mesh (TVM) is presented. In conventional approaches, motion
of the objects was analyzed using shape feature vectors extracted from TVM frames. This was because it was very difficult to locate
and track feature points in the objects in the 3D space due to the fact that the number of vertices and connection varies each frame.
In this study, we developed an algorithm to analyze the objects’ motion in the 3D space using the spherical registration based on
the iterative closest-point algorithm. Rough motion tracking is conducted and the degree of motion is robustly calculated by this
method. Although the approach is straightforward, much better motion segmentation results than the conventional approaches
are obtained by yielding such high precision and recall rates as 95% and 92% on average.
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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) geometric modeling of human
appearance and motion based on computer vision tech-
niques (i.e., using only multiple cameras) [1–7] is getting
much more attention as ultimate interactive multimedia.
Although 3D scene generation based on image-based ren-
dering (IBR) [8–16] is also very popular because a scene
from imaginary cameras can be obtained very fast without
estimating the 3D shape of the objects, 3D geometric
modeling has some attractive features: (1) the number of
cameras is much smaller than that in IBR, (2) 3D models
can be seen from any view points and provide us “more”
free view-point video than IBR, (3) it is compatible with
augmented reality (AR) technology, and so on.

The idea of 3D modeling of real-world objects using
silhouettes in multiple images was first introduced in 1974
by Baumgart [17]. Then, capturing dynamics and motion of
human in the form of 3D mesh was popularized by Kanade et
al. [1]. Since then, some more systems have been developed
aiming at real-time modeling [2, 3], high-resolution, and
high-quality modeling using deformable mesh [4] or stereo

matching [5, 6]. The consecutive sequences of 3D models
(frames) are often called “3D video.” There are some
variations in 3D video data structure. 3D video discussed
in this paper is defined as sequential 3D mesh models
composed of three kinds of data such as position of vertices,
their connection, and color of each vertex. Hereafter, we
call such data as time-varying mesh (TVM). In contrast
with computer-graphics based 3D mesh animation called
dynamic mesh or dynamic geometry, one of the most
important features in TVM is that the number of vertices
and topology changes every frame due to the nonrigid
nature of human body and clothes. Namely, each frame
is generated independently regardless of its neighboring
frames. This makes data processing for TVM much more
challenging.

Since TVM is still an emerging technology, most of
the papers reported so far other than capturing systems
are on compression to remove temporal redundancy [18–
20]. However, as the amount of TVM data increases, the
development of efficient and effective content management
of the database will be required such as indexing, summa-
rization, retrieval, and editing. In this regard, the authors
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have been developing key techniques for those purposes such
as motion segmentation [21, 22], key frame extraction [23],
content-based retrieval [24, 25], and editing [26]. Other
applications from other groups can also be found in
[27, 28].

Motion segmentation, in particular, is one of the impor-
tant preprocessing for efficient content management [29–
35]. Motion segmentation, which is also called temporal
segmentation, is a process to divide the whole sequence
into small but meaningful and manageable clips based on
the object’s motion. The segmented TVM clips are handled
as minimum units for indexing, retrieval, and editing.
One of the challenging problems in motion segmentation
for TVM is that feature points are difficult to locate and
track due to the unregularized number of vertices and
connection as discussed above. Therefore, in [21, 22], some
vectors representing some shape features were generated
and the motion was analyzed in the feature vector spaces.
In [21], distances among vertices of a 3D model and
predefined three reference points were calculated to form a
distance histogram. However, the three reference points were
defined by an empirical study and how to set the proper
reference points is still an open question. In [22], another
feature representation called modified shape distribution was
developed and segmentation was conducted by searching
for local minima in the degree of motion. Searching for
local minima in kinematical parameters was a reasonable
approach because motion speed decreases for a moment
when the motion type or the motion direction changes. This
idea has also been employed in temporal segmentation for
2D video [29] and motion capture data [30, 31]. Although
motion analysis using shape feature vectors extracted from
3D mesh models was computationally efficient, it was prone
to miss- and over-segmentation. As discussed in [25], high-
level and detailed motion analysis is required for more
accurate processing.

The purpose of this paper is to present a technique to
analyze the objects’ motion not in the feature vector space,
but in the 3D space for more accurate motion segmentation.
In our approach, the iterative closest-point (ICP) algorithm
[36] is employed for spherical registration between neigh-
boring TVM frames, and rough motion tracking is achieved
for calculating the degree of motion. The motion segmen-
tation strategy was employed from our previous approach
[22]. Experimental results using five TVM sequences of
dances demonstrated that the precision and recall rates were
improved up to 95% and 92%, respectively. In addition,
some preliminary results for motion retrieval using the same
technology are also presented in this paper. Although the
algorithms for motion segmentation and motion retrieval
are very similar to the authors’ previous works, the contribu-
tion of this paper is the similarity evaluation method among
the TVM frames for more accurate processing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the detailed data description of TVM is given. In Section 3,
the algorithms for dissimilarity measure among frames,
motion segmentation, and similar motion retrieval are
explained. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results
and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

Figure 1: Studio for TVM generation.

Figure 2: Example frame of our TVM data. Each frame is described
in a VRML format and consists of coordinates of vertices, their
connection, and color.

2. Data Description

The TVM data in the present work were obtained by courtesy
of Tomiyama et al. [5]. They were generated from multiple-
view images taken with 22 synchronous cameras installed
in a dedicated blue-back studio with 8 m in diameter and
2.5 m in height. The studio is shown in Figure 1. The 3D
object modeling is based on the combination of the volume
intersection and the stereo matching [5].

Similar to 2D video, TVM is composed of a consecutive
sequence of “frames.” Each frame of TVM is represented as
a 3D polygon mesh model. Namely, each frame is expressed
by three kinds of data as shown in Figure 2: coordinates of
vertices, their connection (topology), and color. The spatial
resolution of the models is 5–10 mm; and, the number of
vertices is from 17,000 to 50,000 depending on the spatial
resolution. The number of connection data is about double
the number of vertices as is the case with other 3D mesh
models.

The most significant feature in TVM is that each frame
is generated regardless of its neighboring frames. This is
because of the nonrigid nature of human body and clothes.
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Figure 3: Flowchart to calculate dissimilarity between frames based
on ICP algorithm.

Therefore, the number of vertices and topology differ frame
by frame, which makes it very difficult to search the cor-
respondent vertices or patches among frames. Although
Matsuyama et al. have been developing a deformation
algorithm for dynamic 3D model generation [4], the number
of vertices and topology needs to be refreshed every few
frames.

3. Algorithms

3.1. Dissimilarity Measure by Spherical Registration. In the
previous approaches, motion segmentation for TVM was
conducted in the feature vector space domains [21, 22].
Although these approaches had advantages in computational
efficiency, it is pointed out that motion tracking and analysis
in the 3D space is preferable for more accurate processing
[25].
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Figure 4: Degree of motion: (a) #1, (b) #2-1, (c) #3.

In this paper, we propose a similarity measure based
on the mesh surface matching between frames using the
ICP algorithm [36]. The ICP algorithm is widely used for
geometric alignment between two point clouds for registra-
tion. In this work, two frames in TVM are registered with
each other using their geometrical information (coordinates
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of vertices), and the matching error, which is the sum of
the distances between correspondent vertices, is used to
represent the dissimilarity between the frames. Since the ICP
algorithm is asymmetric: correspondent vertices from the ith
frame to the jth frame and those from the jth frame to the
ith frame are not always the same as shown in Figure 3, we
define the dissimilarity between the ith frame and the jth
frame ((DSIM)i- j) as in the following equation

(DSIM)i- j = (ME)i- j + (ME) j-i, (1)

where (ME)i- j is the matching error from the ith frame
to the jth frame and vice versa. For motion segmentation,
in particular, only the dissimilarities between neighboring
frames are calculated to estimate the degree of motion. In
this case, regions whose distances to correspondent vertices
are large are regarded as moving parts of human body.

The ICP algorithm assumes that the two point clouds
are already roughly aligned with each other. In motion
segmentation, only neighboring frames are used to analyze
the degree of motion. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
above condition is already satisfied. For motion retrieval,
dissimilarity between arbitral two frames, where rotation and
translation can be different from each other frame, needs
to be calculated. In this situation, the two frames are firstly
aligned by applying principal component analysis (PCA),
and then ICP is conducted. In this manner, the assumption
mentioned above can be met.

In our database, each TVM frame contains about 20,000–
50,000 vertices depending on the spatial resolution of
the model (5 mm–10 mm), which would consume a lot
of computational power because the cost for the ICP is
proportional to the square number of vertices. Therefore, in
our approach, vertices on a 3D model are clustered into 1,024
regions in advance using vector quantization [22, 25] to
reduce the computational complexity. The idea of scattering
the reduced number of vertices onto the surface is similar to
[4]. However, our clustering results can also be used for the
modified shape distribution algorithm [22, 25], providing us
flexibility in choosing TVM processing algorithms.

The overall process flow for the dissimilarity calculation
between frames is summarized in Figure 3.

3.2. Motion Segmentation. Motion segmentation candidates
are extracted by searching for the timing when the degree
of motion calculated in Section 3.1 becomes the local min-
imum. This idea is already employed successfully in various
kinds of data [22, 25, 29–31] such as in 2D video, motion
capture data, and TVM. In dance sequences, in particular, a
dancer stops or decreases motion when the meaning of the
motion changes to make the dance look lively and elegant.

Searching for local minima for motion segmentation
is very good at extracting most of the candidates. On the
other hand, such an approach includes a lot of over-seg-
mentation. Therefore, verification is essential. Having over-
segmentation is much better than having miss-segmentation.

This is because it is difficult to revive the miss-segmentation
while over-segmentation can be removed by the verification
process.

In conventional approaches, thresholding using empiri-
cally predefined values were utilized [21, 29, 30]. However,
there is a wide range of variations in the degree of motion
depending on motion types. For instance, a hip hop dance
and a break dance are acrobatic and contain large motion.
On the other hand, Noh, which is a Japanese traditional
dance, is very slow and elegant. Therefore, it is difficult to
set appropriate fixed values for thresholding for any type of
motion.

Therefore, we employ relative comparison we have
developed in [22, 25] for the verification. In this scheme, each
local minimum is compared with the local maxima occurring
right before and after the local minimum. Only when both of
the local maxima are α times larger than the local minimum,
the segmentation point is defined:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if
(
lmax

)

before > α× lmin,
(
lmax

)

after > α× lmin,

the local minimum point is a segmentation point,

otherwise,

the local minimum is regarded as noise.
(2)

Here, lmin, (lmax)before, and
(
lmax

)

after represent the local
minimum value, the local maximum value occurring right
before the local minimum, and that after the local minimum,
respectively. In this paper, α is set at 1.1, which was also used
in [22].

3.3. Matching between Motion Clips. After the motion seg-
mentation, similar motion retrieval is conducted using the
segmented motion clips as minimum units for efficient
computation. Since the algorithm is almost the same as [25],
only the abstract is presented in this paper.

In our approach, example-based queries are employed.
A clip from a certain TVM is given as a query and similar
motion is searched from the other clips in the database.

DP matching [37, 38] is utilized to calculate the similarity
between the query and candidate clips. DP matching is
a well-known matching method between time-inconsistent
sequences, which has been successfully used in speech [39,
40], computer vision [41], and so forth.

A TVM sequence in a database (Y) is divided into
segments properly in advance according to Section 3.2.
Assume that the frames in the query (Q) and the ith clip in
Y , Y (i), are denoted as follows:

Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qs, . . . , ql
}

,

Y (i) = {y(i)
1 , y(i)

2 , . . . , y(i)
t , . . . , y(i)

m

}
,

(3)

where qs and y(i)
t are the frames of the sth and tth frame in Q

and Y (i), respectively. Besides, l and m represent the number
of frames in Q and Y (i).
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Table 1: Summary of TVM utilized in experiments. Sequence #1 and sequences #2-1– #2-3 are Japanese traditional dances called bon-odori
and sequence #3 is a Japanese exercise dance. Sequences #2-1– #2-3 are identical but performed by different persons.

Sequence #1 #2-1 #2-2 #2-3 #3

# of frames 173 613 612 616 1,981

# of vertices (average) 83 k 17 k 17 k 17 k 17 k

# of patches (average) 168 k 34 k 34 k 34 k 34 k

Resolution 5 mm 10 mm 10 mm 10 mm 10 mm

Frame rate 10 frames/s

Table 2: Performance summarization of motion segmentation. Results in [25] are also shown for comparison.

Sequence # 1 # 2-1 # 2-2 # 2-3 # 3 Total Total [25]

A: # of relevant records retrieved 10 44 46 41 127 268 251

B: # of irrelevant records retrieved 2 3 3 2 5 15 23

C: # of relevant records not retrieved 1 0 0 1 20 22 39

Precision: A/(A+B) 83.3 93.6 93.9 95.3 96.2 94.7 91.6

Recall: A/(A+C) 90.9 100 100 97.6 86.4 92.4 86.6

F value 87.0 96.7 96.8 96.5 91.0 93.5 89.0

Let us define d(s,t) as the dissimilarity between qs. and

y(i)
t calculated by (1):

d(s, t) = (DSIM)qs−y(i)
t
. (4)

How to calculate the dissimilarity between frames differs
from [25], which is our contribution of this paper. Then,
the dissimilarity (D) between the sequences Q and Y (i) is
calculated as

D
(
Q,Y (i)) = cost(l,m)√

l2 + m2
, (5)

where the cost function cost(s, t) is defined as in the following
equation:

cost(s, t)=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

d(1, 1) for l=m=1

d(s, t)+min
{

cost(s, t − 1), cost(s−1, t),

cost(s−1, t−1)
}

, otherwise.
(6)

Here, symbols of Q and Y (i) are omitted in d(s, t) and
cost(l,m) for simplicity. Since the cost is a function of the
sequence lengths, cost(l,m) is normalized by sqrt(l2 + m2),
where sqrt is a square root function. The lower the D is, the
more similar the sequences are.

4. Experimental Results

In our experiments, five TVM sequences generated using
the system in [5] were utilized. The parameters of the data
are summarized in Table 1. The sequences #1 and #2-1–
#2-3 are Japanese traditional dances called bon-odori and

the sequence #3 is a physical exercise. The sequences #2-
1– #2-3 are identical but performed by different persons.
The ground truth of motion segmentation was decided by
eight volunteers as described in [22, 25]. The eight subjects
were separately asked to divide the sequences into segments
without any instruction how to define the segments nor
knowing other participants’ results. After that, ground truth
was defined by analyzing the statistical distribution of the
definition by the eight subjects. The α value in (2) was set
at 1.1 as long as mentioned otherwise.

The processing time for calculating (1) was about a
second on average using MATLAB with MEX function (some
critical functions were accelerated by the C language) on a
personal computer with Pentium 4 3.2 GHz. Since there are
many acceleration algorithms for ICP aiming at real-time
operation [39], it is not a significant problem.

Figure 4 demonstrates the degree of motion calculated
for the sequences #1, #2-1, and #3. Over-segmented and
miss-segmented points are represented with black and white
arrows, respectively. The other candidate points after the
verification process coincide with the ground truth.

The motion segmentation results for the whole sequence
of #1 and for the first 21 seconds of the sequence #2-1 are
illustrated in Figure 5. TVM sequence is divided into small
but meaningful segments. The images with a cross represent
over-segmentations and that with a triangle is a miss-
segmentation. It is observed that over-segmentations occur
during motion transition such as changing the pivoting foot
while the dancer was rotating (Figure 5(a)) and changing
direction of motion (Figure 5(b)).

Table 2 summarizes the motion segmentation perfor-
mance. The results using the modified shape distribution
algorithm [22, 25] is also shown for comparison. We can see
that miss-segmentation is very much reduced as compared
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Figure 5: Motion segmentation results: (a) #1, (b) #2-1. Images with a cross represent over-segmentations and that with a triangle is a
miss-segmentation.

to [22, 25]. Decreasing miss-segmentation is significantly
important because it is difficult to recover miss-segmentation
while over-segmentation can be removed by the verification
process. The mean precision rate, recall rate, and F value are
95%, 92%, and 94%, respectively. The reason for the larger
number of miss-segmentation for the sequence #3 is that the
dancer did not decrease the motion speed properly between
motions. It is observed that the dissimilarity measure pro-
posed in this paper can extract subtle motion as compared to
our previous approaches [22, 25]. This is because the feature
vector-based approaches such as shape distributions [42]
are not suitable for detecting a small motion though they
are eligible for low-cost computation. They are originally
developed for comparing similarity between totally different
3D models like cars, planes, coffee cups, and so forth. For
similar objects such as cups and glasses, feature vector-based
algorithms are designed to yield similar vectors.

The performance comparison with previous works [21,
22] using the sequence #2-1 is shown in Figure 6. The
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Figure 6: Performance comparison with previous approaches.

precision-recall relationship is obtained by changing the
parameters for verification (α was changed from 1.05
(left top) to 1.4 (right bottom) in our case). It is shown that
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Clips of “draw a big circle”: (a) from #2-1, (b) from #2-2.

the algorithm developed in this paper is much better than the
others. In addition, it is also demonstrated that the motion
segmentation performance is the best when α value is from
1.1 to 1.3, thus demonstrating the generality and validity of
the relative comparison method.

In the retrieval experiment, 10 clips from five different
kinds of motion (5 kinds of motion × 2 clips) were selected
from both sequences #2-1 and #2-2. The selected motions are

“clap hand,” “draw a big circle,” “twist to right,” “jump three
steps,” and “jump and spread hands” shown in Figure 5(b).
Example clips are shown in Figure 7.

The similarity matrix among the motion clips is shown in
Figure 8. The darker the color is, the closer the sequences are.
We can see that similar motion yields higher similarity score,
showing the possibility of similar motion retrieval. Although
accurate motion analysis in the 3D space is made possible,
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high computational cost is a problem to be solved in the
future work.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a very robust motion segmentation and
motion retrieval for TVM using ICP were developed. Motion
segmentation is essential as a preprocessing for indexing,
retrieval, editing, and so on. The degree of motion was
represented by the matching error of the ICP-based surface
point registration. The computational time was reduced by
clustering the vertices into groups and using only about
1,000 representative points for the registration. Then, motion
segmentation was accomplished by searching the local
minima in the degree of motion with a simple but robust
verification process employing relative comparison with the
local maxima values occurring right before and after the local
minima. The superiority of our algorithm to previous works,
most of which are histogram-based, was demonstrated by
yielding such high precision and recall rates as 95% and
92%, respectively. The high recall rate is especially important
because the over-segmentation can be eliminated in the
verification process while miss-segmentation cannot be
recovered. Over-segmentations were found when the dancer
decreased the motion speed to change the direction of the
motion and so forth. Higher-level motion understanding
and recognition would be required to eliminate these errors.
On the other hand, miss-segmentations occurred when the
subjects did not dance properly.

In addition, preliminary experimental results for similar
motion retrieval presented some promising results. How
to reduce the processing time for the DP matching using
ICP should be discussed in the future work because the
DP matching is more computationally demanding than the
motion segmentation, which requires to conduct ICP with
only a few neighboring frames.

Although the methods for motion segmentation and
motion retrieval are very similar to the authors’ previous
works using the modified shape distribution algorithm, the
contribution of this paper is a similarity evaluation method
among the TVM frames for more accurate processing. Since
the proposed algorithm calculates the similarity among
frames not in the feature vector space but in the 3D space,
a more accurate motion analysis has been made possible.
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